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We hire a Cabinet Assembly Manager 

Location: Focsani, Vrancea, RO 

Your new job: 
What you can expect: 

✓ We invest in your career! 

✓ Chance to grow inside a multinational company group in top positions 

✓ Attractive salary and excellent working conditions 

Who we are: 
➢ We are part of a Swiss company group, located in Switzerland, Germany and Romania 

➢ We build machinery for the Food and Pharma industry 

➢ We are innovative, good colleagues and growing fast  

Who you are: 
➢ You are motivated to learn and you want more 

➢ You have good electrical knowledge, understanding of electrical cabinets and electrical 

schematics 

➢ You studied a relevant course like electrical engineering, computer science or similar 

➢ You want to learn EPLAN, panel layouts and assembling of cabinets  

➢ You have proficiency in spoken and written English 

➢ You are ready to learn and travel for training reason to Germany / Switzerland 

Maybe you have: 
➢ experience in the design and development of industrial electrical equipment 

➢ Knowledge of / experience with IEC wiring regulations; 

➢ Medium (or higher) level German language. 

Job description: 
You will be trained inside the group for your future job. The training will be also in Germany as 

in Switzerland in English.  

After you start your career at Insta electric you have great job opportunities inside the 

Rotzinger group. As well for electrical engineering as for programming. 

Your main tasks will be: 

❖ You manage and execute the assembling of electrical cabinets 

❖ Electrical design using EPLAN Electric E8 as per customer order and specs 

❖ You organize work schedules, work instructions, quality inspections, cost control measures, 

stock availability of materials and parts 

❖ You develop your potential 

 
You are interested? Please send your CV or call us: r.vatasoiu@insta-electric.ro 
(+40 731 308124) or uwe.mennicken@hansella.com (+49 172 7229661) 
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